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We explore the relation of the Holst term with the Nieh-Yan term in terms of metric variables.
We show that the Holst term indeed affects the classical equations of motion in the presence of
matter with spin. Therefore the correct term to add to the Einstein-Hilbert action such that the
equations of motion are not affected is the Nieh-Yan term. We then calculate the torsion charge
due to this term in the context of a perfect fluid sphere with torsion and show that it vanishes once
a horizon is formed but not otherwise. We also show that adding on torsion to General Relativity
the Einstein’s equations are no longer holographic in torsion although they continue to be so for the
metric.
I. INTRODUCTION
In classical mechanics it is known that adding a total derivative to the action does not affect the classical equations
of motion. The action from which General Relativity can be obtained is the Einstein-Hilbert action. In 4 dimensions
there exist 3 terms which can be be added to this action such that the equations of motion are unaffected, the
Gauss-Bonnet term [1], the Pontryagin term [2] and the Holst term [3],[4]. While the first two can be related to
topological charges of the manifold, it was not clear till recently why the Holst term does not modify the equations
of motion. The Holst term however plays an important role in General Relativity because it has been showed that
the Einstein-Hilbert plus Holst action is the underlying action from which General relativity can be cast into a gauge
theory form in terms of Ashtekar variables [5].
It has been shown recently [6],[7] that the Holst term is actually related to a total derivative known as the Nieh-Yan
term [8] and has a topological interpretation. It has also been shown that, in the absence of matter, the canonical
transformations generated by the Holst term and the Nieh-Yan term are the same. Hence the equations of motion
are not affected by the addition of the Holst term even though it is not a total derivative. In recent works the
Barbero-Immirzi parameter is considered as a field related to the θ parameter in QCD and the canonical formulation
of fermionic theories have been constructed [7]. Most of these works have been done in the connection formulation.
This is because the Holst term had been first introduced in the context of connection variables. Moreover based on
these variables there exists a background independent nonperturbative candidate theory of quantum gravity namely
Loop Quantization Gravity(LQG) [9].
In this paper we clarify the relation between Holst and Nieh-Yan terms in terms of metric variables in the presence
and absence of torsion. One interesting feature of the Nieh-Yan term is that, in contrast to the Gauss-Bonnet and the
Pontryagin term, this is non trivial only in the presence of torsion. A significant body of work exists in literature in
General Relativity with torsion. Einstein-Sciama-Kibble theory is a theory of general relativity with torsion (see [10]
and references therein). Torsion also appears in the String Theory [11] as the field strength of the Kalb-Ramond field.
In the light of the developments mentioned above, there may be further exploration on the role of torsion in theories
which may not necessarily be based on connection variables or quantized in the Loopy way. A clarification in terms of
metric variables will help in further analysis of the known results in classical theories with torsion as well as facilitate
a comparison of results coming from metric and connection theories, both classically and quantum mechanically . In
that spirit, in this paper we show explicitly how the Holst term affects the equations of motion in the presence of
matter and therefore should not be considered a canonical transformation. We also discuss a case where the total
derivative term plays a role in the cosmological context. We also show that General Relativity no longer retains the
holographic nature [12] when torsion is present.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we recall the definitions of torsion and the curvature tensors in
the presence of torsion. We then derive the relationship between Holst and Nieh-Yan terms in metric variables. In
particular we show that the Holst term is zero in the absence of torsion. This part of the paper is of a pedagogical
nature intended to explain the recent developments in metric variables and to clarify some of the misconceptions
regarding the nature of the Holst term. In section III we consider the equations of motion coming from the Einstein-
Hilbert action along with the Holst term and show that the General Relativity result that torsion cannot exist without
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2some matter distribution with spin may be violated with the addition of the Holst term. In section IV we look at the
Nieh-Yan term in the presence of a boundary. We calculate the topological charge due to torsion coming from this
term in the case of a perfect fluid with torsion with the outside spacetime being Schwarzschild. We show that the
total derivative contributes a non zero torsion charge as long as the shell does not from a horizon. In section V we
show that the Einstein-Hilbert action does not retain its holographic structure [13] in the presence of torsion even in
the case of ordinary General relativity and the addition of the Nieh-Yan term does not help in restoring holography.
We conclude in section VI with a brief summary and future directions of work.
II. TORSION AND THE HOLST TERM
A. Torsion
In this section we shall first briefly recall how the concept of torsion is incorporated in General Relativity. We shall
take the spacetime manifold to be U4 [10], i.e. a 4 dimensional metric spacetime with non zero torsion. Lowercase
Latin letters (a, b, . . .) will refer to spacetime indices while uppercase Latin letters (I, J, . . .) will refer to internal
indices.
Let ∇ be the derivative operator compatible with the metric i.e. ∇agab = 0. Then for any function f(
∇a∇b −∇b∇a
)
f = −
(
Γcab − Γcba
)
∇cf
≡ −T cab∇cf (1)
where in the first line we have used (∂a∂b = ∂b∂a). The quantity T
c
ab is known as the Torsion tensor. It can be set
to zero by demanding (
∇a∇b −∇b∇a
)
f = 0 (2)
i.e. Γcab = Γ
c
ba
Equation (1) can be used to calculate the commutator of two vector fields v and w.
[v,w] (f) =
(
va
(∇awb)− wa (∇avb)
)
− vawbT cab∇cf (3)
In particular, if we choose the vector fields to be basis vectors in a coordinate basis i.e. v = ∂/∂xa := x and
w = ∂/∂xb := y then from eqn. (3) it is clear that
[x,y] (f) = 0 (4)
even in the presence of torsion because partial derivatives always commute.
As an aside we can compare this with the notion of torsion using tetrads. Using the above equations we can find the
commutation relations between a tetrad fields (eaI ) which can be thought of as basis vector fields. They are usually
taken to form an orthogonal basis.
eaI eaJ = ηIJ
Note that a coordinate basis is an orthogonal basis only for flat spacetimes in Cartesian coordinates.
Using eqn. (3) we get
(eK)a [eI , eJ ]
a
= (eK)a
(
(eI)
b∇b(eJ)a − (eJ)b∇b(eI)a
)
− (eK)c(eI)a(eJ)bT cab (5)
Defining connection 1-forms ωaIJ = (eI)
b∇a(eJ)b ⇒ ωKIJ = (eK)a(eI)b∇a(eJ )b we can rewrite the above equation
as
(eK)a [eI , eJ ]
a =
(
ωKIJ − ωKJI
)
− TKIJ (6)
So torsion free condition is obtained by demanding
[eI , eJ ]
a
=
(
ωKIJ − ωKJI
)
(eK)a (7)
In a coordinate basis the right hand side of the above equations are zero irrespective of the presence of torsion.
3B. Curvature Tensors in presence of Torsion
It can be shown [14] that if we demand that all connections are metric, then without loss of generality we can
assume that the torsion tensor is antisymmetric in all three indices. This is the case we shall mainly be interested
in. Assuming that we can obtain the expressions of the curvature tensors which are modified from the standard
expressions owing to the presence of torsion.
Writing the Riemann Christoffel symbols as
Γcab = Γˆ
c
ab + γ
c
ab (8)
where Γˆcab is symmetric and γ
c
ab is antisymmetric in the lower two indices. Then from eqn (1) we have
T cab = 2γ
c
ab (9)
Further, assuming totally antisymmetric torsion, the Riemann tensor can then be written as [14]:
Rabcd = Rˆabcd − 1
2
(
∇cTacd −∇dTabc
)
+
1
4
(
TaecT
e
bd − TaedT ebc
)
(10)
where the hatted quantities are the corresponding tensors in the absence of torsion. The Ricci tensor is given by:
Rab = Rˆab +
1
2
∇eT eab −
1
4
T efbT
f
be (11)
while the Ricci scalar is given by
R = Rˆ− 1
4
TaedT
aed (12)
Note In literature [10, 14], torsion is usually incorporated through the contorsion tensor which is given by
Kabc := T
a
bc + T
a
bc + T
a
cb (13)
This reduces to the torsion tensor when torsion is antisymmetric in the lower two indices. Since in this paper we will
be dealing with totally antisymmetric (or at least antisymmetric in the two lower indices) torsion, we will express our
results in terms of the torsion tensor.
C. Holst Term
Having obtained the curvature scalars in the presence of torsion we can begin analysis of the Holst term. In terms
of the tetrads and the curvature tensors the Holst term can be written as [3]
SH = α
∫
d4x eeaIe
b
J ⋆ (R
IJ
ab ) (14)
where e =
√−g and α is related to the Barbero-Immirzi parameter [6]. Since our objective is to work in terms of
metric variables we can rewrite eqn. (14) as
SH = α
∫
d4x eeaIe
b
Jǫ
IJKLRabKL
= α
∫
d4x eeaIe
b
Je
c
Ke
d
Lǫ
IJKLRabcd
= α
∫
d4x ǫabcd Rabcd (15)
where ǫabcd =
√−g ηabcd with ηabcd being the Levi-Ci-Vita symbol.
Note that in the absence of torsion this term vanishes from cyclic identity of the Riemann tensor. So unlike the
Euler and the Pontryagin terms this term is non trivial only when torsion is present. In the presence of torsion we
have to use eqn (10) as the definition of Riemann tensor in eqn (15).
4The first term coming from eqn (10) is the Riemann tensor without torsion which again becomes zero from cyclic
identity. The other two terms are non zero. In particular the second group of terms give:
− ∂a
(
ǫabcdTbcd
)
(16)
while the third group gives
ǫabcdT eacTebd (17)
Putting these together we get
∂a
(
ǫabcdTbcd
)
=
1
2
ǫabcdT eacTebd − ǫabcdRabcd (18)
The term on the R.H.S. is known as the Nieh-Yan term and is equal to a total derivative. We can see that the Holst
term we started with is related to a total derivative along with a term quadratic in torsion. In the absence of torsion,
the quadratic torsion term becomes zero and the addition of the Holst term is equivalent to the addition of a total
derivative. Therefore the equations of motion are not affected even when we add to the action, a term which is not a
total derivative. In [6] torsion was set to zero by strongly imposing a pair of second class constraints. Because it is not
a total derivative the naive addition of the Holst term will change the classical equations of motion in the presence of
torsion as we will see in the next section.
III. HOLST TERM AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In this section we will look at the equations of motion coming from an action which has the Holst term added to
the Einstein Hilbert action. The metric gab and torsion T
a
bc are the two independent basic variables. We take the
gravitation part of our action to be
Sgrav = SEH + 2αSH
=
∫
d4 x
√−gR + 2α
∫
d4x ǫabcd Rabcd (19)
The variation of the Holst term is then equivalent to the variation of 1
2
ǫabcdT eacTebd because the other term is a total
derivative. Therefore we can take our action to be
Sgrav =
∫
d4 x
√−gR + α
∫
d4x ǫabcdT eacTebd (20)
Note that the second term is not trivially zero from symmetry properties.
The variation of T cab using eqn (9):
T cab = 2γ
c
ab ⇒ (δT cab) = 2(δγcab) (21)
And
Tcab = gcdT
d
ab ⇒ (δTcab) = 2(δgcd)γdab + 2gcd(δγdab) (22)
Using these we can write
(δSH) = η
abcd
(
δ
√−g T eacTebd
)
= 4ηabcd
√−g
[
− 3
2
γ eac γebd gij (δg
ij) + 2γebd(δγ
e
ac )
]
= 2ηabcd
√−g
[
− 3
4
T eac Tebd gij (δg
ij) + Tebd(δT
e
ac )
]
(23)
The variation of the Einstein-Hilbert is well known [10]
(δSEH) =
√−g
(
Rˆab − 1
2
Rˆgab
)
(δgab)
5+
√−g
{
2γ cea γebc(δg
ab)− 3
2
γ eac γ
ac
e gij(δg
ij) + 2γ ace (δγ
e
ac )
}
=
√−g
(
Rˆab −
1
2
Rˆgab
)
(δgab)
+
√−g
2
{
T cea Tebc(δg
ab)− 3
4
T eac T
ac
e gij(δg
ij) + T ace (δT
e
ac )
}
(24)
Therefore the variation of the full action can be expressed as
(δSgrav) = (δSEH) + 2α(δSH)
=
√−g
(
Rˆab − 1
2
Rˆgab
)
(δgab) +
√−g
2
(
T cea Tebc(δg
ab)
−3
4
[
T eac T
ac
e + 4αη
abcdT eac Tebd
]
gij(δg
ij) +
[
T ace + 4αη
abcdTebd
]
(δT eac )
)
(25)
We are interested in the case when matter is present. In the presence of a matter distribution with the total action
given by
S =
∫
d4 x
(
1
κ
Sgrav + Smatter
)
(26)
where κ = 16πG. The energy-momentum tensor and a spin energy tensor is usually defined by
Tab =
1√−g
δSM
δgab
(27)
S bca =
1√−g
δSM
δT abc
(28)
Using these definitions and eqn (25) we find
κTab =
(
Rˆab − 1
2
Rˆgab
)
+
1
2
T cea Tebc −
3
8
(
T efc T
fc
e + 4αη
fbcdT efc Tebd
)
gab (29)
κS ace =
1
2
(
T ace + 4αη
abcdTebd
)
(30)
If the Holst term is not there α = 0 a couple of points can be noted from the above equations:
a) In the absence of spin S ace in the matter distribution T
ac
e = 0 from eqn (30). Thus there can be no torsion without
spin and we get back standard Einstein’s equations with the standard definition for Tab. This also ensures that torsion
cannot propagate from a region of non zero spin distribution to a vacuum region.
b) If spin is not zero we can solve eqn (30) to obtain T ace = 2κS
ac
e which can then be substituted into eqn (29) to
obtain a modified energy momentum tensor T˜ab
κT˜ab =
(
Rˆab −
1
2
Rˆgab
)
= Tab + κ
(
2S cea Sbec +
3
2
SfceS
fce
)
(31)
However in the presence of the Holst term, solving eqn (30) is no longer trivial. After some algebra it can be shown
that
Teac =
1
4(1 + 64α2)
(
Seac − 2αS bde ηbadc
)
(32)
This is the expression which now has to be substituted into eqn (29) to obtain a modified energy momentum tensor.
The expression of the modified energy momentum tensor will be different in the presence of the Holst term. This
also shows why the Barbero-Immirzi parameter shows up in the classical equations of motion when matter is included
6[15]. In fact it is no longer clear that torsion cannot exist without spin. The modified energy momentum tensor is
different in the presence of the Holst term and depending on the matter action, the Holst term needs to be modified if
we want to ensure that the modified energy momentum tensor remains unchanged. This modification has to be done
on a case by case basis and is therefore not universal.
These show that if we consider theories of gravitation with matter, where the independent variables in the gravita-
tional action are the metric and torsion, a theory based on SEH and one based on SEH + SH are not equivalent even
classically. Of course, since the Holst term is not a total derivative there is no reason for this to happen. The term
we can add to the action without affecting the classical equations of motion is actually the Nieh-Yan term.
IV. NIEH-YAN TERM AND TOPOLOGICAL CHARGE
We know that the Gauss-Bonnet term and the Pontryagin term can be added to the Einstein Hilbert action in
four dimensions without affecting the equations of motion. On integration these give a number characteristic to the
manifold. The Gauss-Bonnet term gives the Euler characteristic while the Pontryagin term gives the Pontryagin class
of the manifold over which the integral is taken. In this section we shall try to see what the Nieh-Yan term gives
when we consider a physical situation in a manifold with a boundary.
An obvious example of a spacetime with boundary is a Black Hole. One widely studied case of the formation of a
Black Hole in the presence of torsion is the case of a collapsing Weyssenhoff fluid sphere [16].
Weyssenhoff fluid is a perfect fluid with spin whose spin tensor is given by
Sijk = u
isjk (33)
with uksjk = 0 (34)
where ui is the 4-velocity of the fluid and sjk is the intrinsic angular momentum.
The energy momentum tensor of the fluid respecting the conservation laws of spin and energy momentum is given
by
Tjk = hjuk − Pgjk (35)
where hj = (ρ+ P )uj − ui∇k(uksij) (36)
where P and ρ are the pressure and density of the fluid. If the metric is spherically symmetric and the intrinsic
angular momentum is aligned in the r direction the only non zero components of sij are
sij = K = − sji
If the fluid is assumed to be static ui = δi0. Then the only non zero components of the spin tensor are
S023 = K = − S032 (37)
It has been shown [17] that it is possible to construct a spherically symmetric Weyssenhoff fluid distribution with
the outside vacuum spacetime metric given by the Schwarzschild metric consistent with the boundary conditions [18].
The boundary conditions are basically equivalent to the statement that the effective pressure P ′ on the surface is zero,
where the effective pressure is given by
P ′ = P − κ
8
K2 (38)
The physical situation corresponds to a fluid sphere of spinning matter while the spacetime outside the sphere is
vacuum and without torsion. Note that the fluid is assumed to have intrinsic spin which is different from the case a
rotating fluid sphere. Since the outside spacetime is vacuum from eqn (30) (with α = 0) we can see that there is no
torsion.
Let the fluid sphere be of radius r = a. Then from Birkhoff’s theorem, for r > a the metric is the standard
Schwarzschild metric
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2 (39)
7while the metric inside the sphere is given by
ds2 = −
(
3
2
[
1− 2M
a
] 1
2
− 1
2
[
1− 2Mr
2
a3
] 1
2
)
dt2 (40)
+
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2
The inside and the outside metrics match on the surface r = a. However the fluid sphere is not of uniform density.
Also from the metric inside we can see that the singularity at r = 0 can only occur if M/a = 4
9
.
From the equations of motion (30) which are unaffected by the addition of a total derivative, we can determine the
nonzero torsion components inside the sphere
T 023 = 2κK = − T 032 (41)
Let us consider the Nieh-Yan action inside the shell:
SNY = α
∫
in
d4x ∂a
(
ǫabcdTbcd
)
(42)
Evaluating this on the surface of the fluid sphere, r = a hypersurface:
SNY = −2α
∫
dt dr dθ dφ∂r
(√−g g00T 023
)
= −4κα
∫
r=a
dt dθ dφ
(√−g g00K
)
= −4κα
∫
r=a
dt dθ dφr2 sin2 θ
(
1− 2M
r
)
K (43)
This can be easily evaluated by looking at the Euclidean case. Note that the topology of the Euclidean black hole
is R2×S2 while the topology of the boundary is S1×S2. The proper length along S1 is given by β the inverse of the
temperature at the boundary. Using the technique of Euclidean continuation without the presence of a horizon from
[19] we can calculate that β at the boundary r = a is given by
β = 8πM
(
1− 2M
a
) 1
2
(44)
Therefore, at r = a
SNY = −128π2ακMa2K
(
1− 2M
a
) 3
2
(45)
Clearly this vanishes only when a = 2M i.e. when the collapsing fluid forms a horizon but is non-zero when the
horizon is not yet formed. The surface term therefore contributes a torsion charge in a manifold with a boundary, in
this case the surface of the sphere. However it does not contribute to the entropy of the Black Hole. Note that we
are interested in the region outside the sphere with no torsion with the boundary given by the surface of the sphere.
The equations of motion in the interior of the sphere are used to determine the value of torsion on the boundary.
The reason why the contribution of the total derivative term does not remain constant in this case is because the
basic variable in our equations of motion T abc while in the Nieh-Yan term torsion occurs as Tabc which involves the
metric. One interesting case where we do get a constant is if there is a singularity at r = 0, the ratio between M and
a is a constant number and we get a constant contribution from the total derivative on the boundary.
Interestingly the contribution of the Nieh-Yan term is thus non zero when there is a boundary but vanishes when
the boundary is a causal boundary i.e. a horizon. This leads on to the question whether the Einstein’s equation retain
their holographic property in the presence of torsion.
V. TORSION AND HOLOGRAPHY
To discuss the question posed at the end of the last section let us briefly recall the concept of holography in
gravitational action. One interesting feature of the Einstein Hilbert action is that can be split into a bulk part and a
8total derivative [13]. That is
√−gR = √−gLquad − ∂cP c where (46)
Lquad = g
ab
(
ΓijaΓ
j
ib − ΓiabΓjij
)
(47)
P c =
√−g
(
gckΓmkm − gikΓcik
)
(48)
The equations of motion of Lquad are equivalent to the equations of motion of the LEH . In other words, if we start
with a theory based on Lquad we will end with the same equations of motion as coming from General Relativity. The
two terms are related by what is known as holography [12]:
√−g∂cP c = −∂a
(
gij
∂
√−gLquad
∂ (∂agij)
)
(49)
These results have been obtained when there is no torsion. In the presence of torsion recall the definition of Riemann-
Christoffel symbols from eqn (8).
Γcab = Γˆ
c
ab +
1
2
T cab
Let us split the various terms in eqn (49) as
Lquad = Lˆquad + L˜quad (50)
P c = Pˆ c + P˜ c (51)
where the hatted quantities come from the symmetric part of the connection and the tilde terms depend on torsion.
Then
L˜quad =
1
4
gab
(
T ijaT
j
ib − T iabT jij
)
=
1
4
gabT ijaT
j
ib
= −1
4
T ijbTijb (52)
Similarly
P˜ c =
√−g
(
gckTmkm − gikT cik
)
= 0 (53)
In both the cases we have used the fact that we are interested in totally antisymmetric torsion. Then(√−gLˆquad − ∂cPˆ c
)
+
(√−gL˜quad − ∂cP˜ c
)
=
√−g
(
Rˆ− 1
4
T ijbTijb
)
(54)
=
√−gR from eqn (12) (55)
Thus, the decomposition of LEH in the form given in eqn (46) goes through in the presence of torsion. Note that
the extra piece due to torsion in the Ricci scalar comes from Lquad while the surface term has no extra contribution.
Since there are no derivatives of torsion in the action the corresponding holographic equation for torsion is trivial.
In the holographic formulation, it is the surface term which leads to Black Hole entropy and the inclusion of torsion
does not change the surface term indicating that the entropy of a Black Hole is independent of the type of matter
which has collapsed to form it. In the previous section we had seen that the inclusion of the Nieh-Yan term did not
affect Black Hole entropy (at least in the case we studied).
Let us try to see how the Nieh-Yan surface term differs from a ‘holographic’ surface term. The total derivative can
be rewritten as
LNY = ∂a
(
ǫabcdTbcd
)
=
√−g ηabcd∂a(Tbcd) + ηabcdTbcd∂a(
√−g) (56)
9Now consider the torsion dependent parts of this term and the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian
Ltorgrav = −
√−g
4
T abcTabc + α
√−g ηabcd∂a(Tbcd) + αηabcdTbcd∂a(
√−g) (57)
Note that this Lagrangian also has a term quadratic in the field variables and a surface term. We can define
Πabcd =
∂Ltorgrav
∂(∂a(Tbcd))
= α
√−gηabcd (58)
which allows us to rewrite the Nieh-Yan term as
αLNY = ∂a
(
ΠabcdTbcd
)
= ∂a
(
∂Ltorgrav
∂(∂a(Tbcd))
Tbcd
)
(59)
Now the bulk term dependent on torsion is −
√−g
4
T abcTabc. For this, a term similar to the holographic term for the
metric degrees of freedom will look like
∂a
(
Tijk
4
∂
(√−gT abcTabc)
∂ (∂aTijk)
)
(60)
which is not similar to the Nieh-Yan term. The action is therefore not holographic for torsion even with the addition
of the Nieh-Yan term. We see that although we started with metric and torsion as the two independent variables, the
action is holographic in the sense of eqn (49) in metric but not in torsion.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have explored some features of the Nieh-Yan term from the perspective of metric variables in this paper. The
first significant distinction of this term is that, unlike the two other topological invariants in 4 dimensions, this becomes
zero in the absence of torsion. Therefore the effect of the Nieh-Yan term can only be studied on U4 manifolds. On a
U4 manifold the Nieh-Yan term is related to the Holst term and a term quadratic in torsion. It is shown that simply
adding the Holst term then affects the classical equations of motion. Significantly it keeps the possibility of torsion
existing without spin open, unlike in General Relativity. It might be interesting to find whether any such solutions
exist but such solutions, if they exist will be solutions of an action which is not related to Einstein-Hilbert action by
any canonical transformations.
We then studied one particular case where the Nieh-Yan term is non zero on a boundary of a spacetime. However
the topological charge vanishes when the boundary is a horizon. If there exists other examples of solutions of Einstein-
Cartan theory with a boundary, it will be interesting to study whether this effect is generic or a special feature of the
this particular solution.
From the point of view of holography, it is clear that metric and torsion have to be considered on different footings
even with the inclusion of an explicit boundary term which depends only on torsion. It emphasizes that the holographic
nature of Einstein’s equations is a special and distinctive feature of metric theories and does not hold on arbitrary
extensions of the theory. However, notably the holography in metric continues to hold even in the presence of torsion
although the total action is not holographic.
In general, a topological term added to the action may show up in the quantum theory. In some particular cases (eg.
QCD with massive fermions) a topological term is characterizes a nonperturbative vacuum structure of the theory
with a non zero tunnelling probability between various ground states. To see such an effect in quantum gravity, coming
from the Nieh-Yan term we will have to first study some the path integral formulation which incorporates torsion
along with the metric. If such a formulation is possible it may be possible to explore whether the Barbero-Immirzi
parameter plays any role in labelling the ground states in a quantum theory of gravity.
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Some Aspects of Holst and Nieh-Yan Terms in General Relativity with Torsion
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We explore the relation of the Holst term with the Nieh-Yan term in terms of metric variables.
We show that the Holst term indeed affects the classical equations of motion in the presence of
matter with spin. Therefore the correct term to add to the Einstein-Hilbert action such that the
equations of motion are not affected is the Nieh-Yan term. We then calculate the torsion charge
due to this term in the context of a perfect fluid sphere with torsion and show that it vanishes once
a horizon is formed but not otherwise. We also show that on adding torsion to General Relativity
the Einstein’s equations are no longer holographic in torsion although they continue to be so for the
metric.
I. INTRODUCTION
In classical mechanics it is known that adding a total derivative to the action does not affect the classical equations
of motion. The action from which General Relativity can be obtained is the Einstein-Hilbert action. In 4 dimensions
there exist 3 terms which can be be added to this action such that the equations of motion are unaffected, the
Gauss-Bonnet term [1], the Pontryagin term [2] and the Holst term [3],[4]. While the first two can be related to
topological charges of the manifold, it was not clear till recently why the Holst term does not modify the equations
of motion. The Holst term however plays an important role in General Relativity because it has been showed that
the Einstein-Hilbert plus Holst action is the underlying action from which General relativity can be cast into a gauge
theory form in terms of Ashtekar variables [5].
It has been shown recently [6],[7] that the Holst term is actually related to a total derivative known as the Nieh-Yan
term [8] and has a topological interpretation. It has also been shown that, in the absence of matter, the canonical
transformations generated by the Holst term and the Nieh-Yan term are the same. Hence the equations of motion
are not affected by the addition of the Holst term even though it is not a total derivative. In recent works the
Barbero-Immirzi parameter is considered as a field related to the θ parameter in QCD and the canonical formulation
of fermionic theories have been constructed [7]. Most of these works have been done in the connection formulation.
This is because the Holst term had been first introduced in the context of connection variables. Moreover based on
these variables there exists a background independent nonperturbative candidate theory of quantum gravity namely
Loop Quantization Gravity(LQG) [9].
In this paper we clarify the relation between Holst and Nieh-Yan terms in terms of metric variables in the presence
and absence of torsion. One interesting feature of the Nieh-Yan term is that, in contrast to the Gauss-Bonnet and the
Pontryagin term, this is non trivial only in the presence of torsion. A significant body of work exists in literature in
General Relativity with torsion. Einstein-Sciama-Kibble theory is a theory of general relativity with torsion (see [10]
and references therein). Torsion also appears in the String Theory [11] as the field strength of the Kalb-Ramond field.
In the light of the developments mentioned above, there may be further exploration on the role of torsion in theories
which may not necessarily be based on connection variables or quantized in the Loopy way. A clarification in terms of
metric variables will help in further analysis of the known results in classical theories with torsion as well as facilitate
a comparison of results coming from metric and connection theories, both classically and quantum mechanically . In
that spirit, in this paper we show explicitly how the Holst term affects the equations of motion in the presence of
matter and therefore should not be considered a canonical transformation. We also discuss a case where the total
derivative term plays a role in the cosmological context. We also show that General Relativity no longer retains the
holographic nature [12] when torsion is present.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we recall the definitions of torsion and the curvature tensors in
the presence of torsion. We then derive the relationship between Holst and Nieh-Yan terms in metric variables. In
particular we show that the Holst term is zero in the absence of torsion. This part of the paper is of a pedagogical
nature intended to explain the recent developments in metric variables and to clarify some of the misconceptions
regarding the nature of the Holst term. In section III we consider the equations of motion coming from the Einstein-
Hilbert action along with the Holst term and show that the General Relativity result that torsion cannot exist without
∗Electronic address: kinjal@iucaa.ernet.in
2some matter distribution with spin may be violated with the addition of the Holst term. In section IV we look at the
Nieh-Yan term in the presence of a boundary. We calculate the topological charge due to torsion coming from this
term in the case of a perfect fluid with torsion with the outside spacetime being Schwarzschild. We show that the
total derivative contributes a non zero torsion charge as long as the shell does not from a horizon. In section V we
show that the Einstein-Hilbert action does not retain its holographic structure [13] in the presence of torsion even in
the case of ordinary General relativity and the addition of the Nieh-Yan term does not help in restoring holography.
We conclude in section VI with a brief summary and future directions of work.
II. TORSION AND THE HOLST TERM
A. Torsion
In this section we shall first briefly recall how the concept of torsion is incorporated in General Relativity. We shall
take the spacetime manifold to be U4 [10], i.e. a 4 dimensional metric spacetime with non zero torsion. Lowercase
Latin letters (a, b, . . .) will refer to spacetime indices while uppercase Latin letters (I, J, . . .) will refer to internal
indices.
Let ∇ be the derivative operator compatible with the metric i.e. ∇agab = 0. Then for any function f(
∇a∇b −∇b∇a
)
f = −
(
Γcab − Γcba
)
∇cf
≡ −T cab∇cf (1)
where in the first line we have used (∂a∂b = ∂b∂a). The quantity T
c
ab is known as the Torsion tensor. It can be set
to zero by demanding (
∇a∇b −∇b∇a
)
f = 0 (2)
i.e. Γcab = Γ
c
ba
Equation (1) can be used to calculate the commutator of two vector fields v and w.
[v,w] (f) =
(
va
(∇awb)− wa (∇avb)
)
− vawbT cab∇cf (3)
In particular, if we choose the vector fields to be basis vectors in a coordinate basis i.e. v = ∂/∂xa := x and
w = ∂/∂xb := y then from eqn. (3) it is clear that
[x,y] (f) = 0 (4)
even in the presence of torsion because partial derivatives always commute.
As an aside we can compare this with the notion of torsion using tetrads. Using the above equations we can find the
commutation relations between a tetrad fields (eaI ) which can be thought of as basis vector fields. They are usually
taken to form an orthogonal basis.
eaI eaJ = ηIJ
Note that a coordinate basis is an orthogonal basis only for flat spacetimes in Cartesian coordinates.
Using eqn. (3) we get
(eK)a [eI , eJ ]
a
= (eK)a
(
(eI)
b∇b(eJ)a − (eJ)b∇b(eI)a
)
− (eK)c(eI)a(eJ)bT cab (5)
Defining connection 1-forms ωaIJ = (eI)
b∇a(eJ)b ⇒ ωKIJ = (eK)a(eI)b∇a(eJ )b we can rewrite the above equation
as
(eK)a [eI , eJ ]
a =
(
ωKIJ − ωKJI
)
− TKIJ (6)
So torsion free condition is obtained by demanding
[eI , eJ ]
a
=
(
ωKIJ − ωKJI
)
(eK)a (7)
In a coordinate basis the right hand side of the above equations are zero irrespective of the presence of torsion.
3B. Curvature Tensors in presence of Torsion
It can be shown [15] that if we demand that all connections are metric, then without loss of generality we can
assume that the torsion tensor is antisymmetric in all three indices. This is the case we shall mainly be interested
in. Assuming that we can obtain the expressions of the curvature tensors which are modified from the standard
expressions owing to the presence of torsion.
Writing the Riemann Christoffel symbols as
Γcab = Γˆ
c
ab + γ
c
ab (8)
where Γˆcab is symmetric and γ
c
ab is antisymmetric in the lower two indices. Then from eqn (1) we have
T cab = 2γ
c
ab (9)
Further, assuming totally antisymmetric torsion, the Riemann tensor can then be written as [14, 15]:
Rabcd = Rˆabcd − 1
2
(
∇cTabd −∇dTabc
)
+
1
4
(
TaecT
e
bd − TaedT ebc
)
(10)
where the hatted quantities are the corresponding tensors in the absence of torsion. The Ricci tensor is given by:
Rab = Rˆab +
1
2
∇eT eab −
1
4
T efbT
f
be (11)
while the Ricci scalar is given by
R = Rˆ− 1
4
TaedT
aed (12)
Note In literature [10, 15], torsion is usually incorporated through the contorsion tensor which is given by
Kabc := T
a
bc + T
a
bc + T
a
cb (13)
This reduces to the torsion tensor when torsion is antisymmetric in the lower two indices. Since in this paper we will
be dealing with totally antisymmetric (or at least antisymmetric in the two lower indices) torsion, we will express our
results in terms of the torsion tensor.
C. Holst Term
Having obtained the curvature scalars in the presence of torsion we can begin analysis of the Holst term. In terms
of the tetrads and the curvature tensors the Holst term can be written as [3]
SH = α
∫
d4x eeaIe
b
Jǫ
IJKLRabKL (14)
where e =
√−g and α is related to the Barbero-Immirzi parameter [6]. Since our objective is to work in terms of
metric variables we can rewrite eqn. (14) as
= α
∫
d4x eeaIe
b
Je
c
Ke
d
Lǫ
IJKLRabcd
= α
∫
d4x ǫabcd Rabcd (15)
where ǫabcd =
√−g ηabcd with ηabcd being the Levi-Civita symbol.
Note that in the absence of torsion this term vanishes from cyclic identity of the Riemann tensor. So unlike the
Euler and the Pontryagin terms this term is non trivial only when torsion is present. In the presence of torsion we
have to use eqn (10) as the definition of Riemann tensor in eqn (15).
The first term coming from eqn (10) is the Riemann tensor without torsion which again becomes zero from cyclic
identity. The other two terms are non zero. In particular the second group of terms give:
− ∂a
(
ǫabcdTbcd
)
(16)
4while the third group gives
ǫabcdT eacTebd (17)
Therefore using eqn (10) as the definition for Rabcd and contracting it with ǫ
abcd we arrive at the following equation:
∂a
(
ǫabcdTbcd
)
=
1
2
ǫabcdT eacTebd − ǫabcdRabcd (18)
The term on the R.H.S. is known as the Nieh-Yan term and is equal to a total derivative. We can see that the Holst
term we started with is related to a total derivative along with a term quadratic in torsion. In the absence of torsion,
the quadratic torsion term becomes zero and the addition of the Holst term is equivalent to the addition of a total
derivative. Therefore the equations of motion are not affected even when we add to the action, a term which is not a
total derivative. In [6] torsion was set to zero by strongly imposing a pair of second class constraints. Because it is not
a total derivative the naive addition of the Holst term will change the classical equations of motion in the presence of
torsion as we will see in the next section.
III. HOLST TERM AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In this section we will look at the equations of motion coming from an action which has the Holst term added to
the Einstein Hilbert action. The metric gab and torsion T
a
bc are the two independent basic variables. We take the
gravitation part of our action to be
Sgrav = SEH + 2αSH
=
∫
d4 x
√−gR + 2α
∫
d4x ǫabcd Rabcd (19)
The variation of the Holst term is then equivalent to the variation of 1
2
ǫabcdT eacTebd because the other term is a total
derivative. Therefore we can take our action to be
Sgrav =
∫
d4 x
√−gR + α
∫
d4x ǫabcdT eacTebd (20)
Note that the second term is not trivially zero from symmetry properties.
The variation of T cab using eqn (9):
T cab = 2γ
c
ab ⇒ (δT cab) = 2(δγcab) (21)
And
Tcab = gcdT
d
ab ⇒ (δTcab) = 2(δgcd)γdab + 2gcd(δγdab) (22)
Using these we can write
(δSH) = η
abcd
(
δ
√−g T eacTebd
)
= 4ηabcd
√−g
[
− 3
2
γ eac γebd gij (δg
ij) + 2γebd(δγ
e
ac )
]
= 2ηabcd
√−g
[
− 3
4
T eac Tebd gij (δg
ij) + Tebd(δT
e
ac )
]
(23)
The variation of the Einstein-Hilbert is well known [10]
(δSEH) =
√−g
(
Rˆab − 1
2
Rˆgab
)
(δgab)
+
√−g
{
2γ cea γebc(δg
ab)− 3
2
γ eac γ
ac
e gij(δg
ij) + 2γ ace (δγ
e
ac )
}
=
√−g
(
Rˆab − 1
2
Rˆgab
)
(δgab)
+
√−g
2
{
T cea Tebc(δg
ab)− 3
4
T eac T
ac
e gij(δg
ij) + T ace (δT
e
ac )
}
(24)
5Therefore the variation of the full action can be expressed as
(δSgrav) = (δSEH) + 2α(δSH)
=
√−g
(
Rˆab − 1
2
Rˆgab
)
(δgab) +
√−g
2
(
T cea Tebc(δg
ab)
−3
4
[
T eac T
ac
e + 4αη
abcdT eac Tebd
]
gij(δg
ij) +
[
T ace + 4αη
abcdTebd
]
(δT eac )
)
(25)
We are interested in the case when matter is present. In the presence of a matter distribution with the total action
given by
S =
∫
d4 x
(
1
κ
Sgrav + Smatter
)
(26)
where κ = 16πG. The energy-momentum tensor and a spin energy tensor is usually defined by
Tab =
1√−g
δSmatter
δgab
(27)
S bca =
1√−g
δSmatter
δT abc
(28)
Using these definitions and eqn (25) we find
κTab =
(
Rˆab − 1
2
Rˆgab
)
+
1
2
T cea Tebc −
3
8
(
T efc T
fc
e + 4αη
fbcdT efc Tebd
)
gab (29)
κS ace =
1
2
(
T ace + 4αη
abcdTebd
)
(30)
If the Holst term is not there α = 0 a couple of points can be noted from the above equations:
a) In the absence of spin S ace in the matter distribution T
ac
e = 0 from eqn (30). Thus there can be no torsion without
spin and we get back standard Einstein’s equations with the standard definition for Tab. This also ensures that torsion
cannot propagate from a region of non zero spin distribution to a vacuum region.
b) If spin is not zero we can solve eqn (30) to obtain T ace = 2κS
ac
e which can then be substituted into eqn (29) to
obtain a modified energy momentum tensor T˜ab
κT˜ab =
(
Rˆab − 1
2
Rˆgab
)
= Tab + κ
(
2S cea Sbec +
3
2
SfceS
fce
)
(31)
However in the presence of the Holst term, solving eqn (30) is no longer trivial. After some algebra it can be shown
that
Teac =
1
4(1 + 64α2)
(
Seac − 2αS bde ηbadc
)
(32)
This is the expression which now has to be substituted into eqn (29) to obtain a modified energy momentum tensor.
The expression of the modified energy momentum tensor will be different in the presence of the Holst term. This
also shows why the Barbero-Immirzi parameter shows up in the classical equations of motion when matter is included
[16]. In fact it is no longer clear that torsion cannot exist without spin. The modified energy momentum tensor is
different in the presence of the Holst term and depending on the matter action, the Holst term needs to be modified if
we want to ensure that the modified energy momentum tensor remains unchanged. This modification has to be done
on a case by case basis and is therefore not universal.
These show that if we consider theories of gravitation with matter, where the independent variables in the gravita-
tional action are the metric and torsion, a theory based on SEH and one based on SEH + SH are not equivalent even
classically. Of course, since the Holst term is not a total derivative there is no reason for this to happen. The term
we can add to the action without affecting the classical equations of motion is actually the Nieh-Yan term.
6IV. NIEH-YAN TERM AND TOPOLOGICAL CHARGE
We know that the Gauss-Bonnet term and the Pontryagin term can be added to the Einstein Hilbert action in
four dimensions without affecting the equations of motion. On integration these give a number characteristic to the
manifold. The Gauss-Bonnet term gives the Euler characteristic while the Pontryagin term gives the Pontryagin class
of the manifold over which the integral is taken. In this section we shall try to see what the Nieh-Yan term gives
when we consider a physical situation in a manifold with a boundary.
An obvious example of a spacetime with boundary is a Black Hole. One widely studied case of the formation of a
Black Hole in the presence of torsion is the case of a collapsing Weyssenhoff fluid sphere [17].
Weyssenhoff fluid is a perfect fluid with spin whose spin tensor is given by
Sijk = u
isjk (33)
with uksjk = 0 (34)
where ui is the 4-velocity of the fluid and sjk is the intrinsic angular momentum.
The energy momentum tensor of the fluid respecting the conservation laws of spin and energy momentum is given
by
Tjk = hjuk − Pgjk (35)
where hj = (ρ+ P )uj − ui∇k(uksij) (36)
where P and ρ are the pressure and density of the fluid. If the metric is spherically symmetric and the intrinsic
angular momentum is aligned in the r direction the only non zero components of sij are
sij = K = − sji
If the fluid is assumed to be static ui = δi0. Then the only non zero components of the spin tensor are
S023 = K = − S032 (37)
It has been shown [18] that it is possible to construct a spherically symmetric Weyssenhoff fluid distribution with
the outside vacuum spacetime metric given by the Schwarzschild metric consistent with the boundary conditions [19].
The boundary conditions are basically equivalent to the statement that the effective pressure P ′ on the surface is zero,
where the effective pressure is given by
P ′ = P − κ
8
K2 (38)
The physical situation corresponds to a fluid sphere of spinning matter while the spacetime outside the sphere is
vacuum and without torsion. Note that the fluid is assumed to have intrinsic spin which is different from the case a
rotating fluid sphere. Since the outside spacetime is vacuum from eqn (30) (with α = 0) we can see that there is no
torsion.
Let the fluid sphere be of radius r = a. Then from Birkhoff’s theorem, for r > a the metric is the standard
Schwarzschild metric
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2 (39)
while the metric inside the sphere is given by
ds2 = −
(
3
2
[
1− 2M
a
] 1
2
− 1
2
[
1− 2Mr
2
a3
] 1
2
)
dt2 (40)
+
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2
The inside and the outside metrics match on the surface r = a. However the fluid sphere is not of uniform density.
Also from the metric inside we can see that the singularity at r = 0 can only occur if M/a = 4
9
.
From the equations of motion (30) which are unaffected by the addition of a total derivative, we can determine the
nonzero torsion components inside the sphere
T 023 = 2κK = − T 032 (41)
7Let us consider the Nieh-Yan action inside the shell:
SNY = α
∫
in
d4x ∂a
(
ǫabcdTbcd
)
(42)
Evaluating this on the surface of the fluid sphere, r = a hypersurface:
SNY = −2α
∫
dt dr dθ dφ∂r
(√−g g00T 023
)
= −4κα
∫
r=a
dt dθ dφ
(√−g g00K
)
= −4κα
∫
r=a
dt dθ dφr2 sin2 θ
(
1− 2M
r
)
K (43)
This can be easily evaluated by looking at the Euclidean case. Note that the topology of the Euclidean Black Hole
is R2×S2 while the topology of the boundary is S1×S2. The proper length along S1 is given by β the inverse of the
temperature at the boundary. Using the technique of Euclidean continuation without the presence of a horizon from
[20] we can calculate that β at the boundary r = a is given by
β = 8πM
(
1− 2M
a
) 1
2
(44)
Therefore, at r = a
SNY = −128π2ακMa2K
(
1− 2M
a
) 3
2
(45)
Clearly this vanishes only when a = 2M i.e. when the collapsing fluid forms a horizon but is non-zero when the
horizon is not yet formed. The surface term therefore contributes a torsion charge in a manifold with a boundary, in
this case the surface of the sphere. However it does not contribute to the entropy of the Black Hole. Note that we
are interested in the region outside the sphere with no torsion with the boundary given by the surface of the sphere.
The equations of motion in the interior of the sphere are used to determine the value of torsion on the boundary.
The reason why the contribution of the total derivative term does not remain constant in this case is because the
basic variable in our equations of motion T abc while in the Nieh-Yan term torsion occurs as Tabc which involves the
metric. One interesting case where we do get a constant is if there is a singularity at r = 0, the ratio between M and
a is a constant number and we get a constant contribution from the total derivative on the boundary.
Interestingly the contribution of the Nieh-Yan term is thus non zero when there is a boundary but vanishes when
the boundary is a causal boundary i.e. a horizon. This leads on to the question whether the Einstein’s equation retain
their holographic property in the presence of torsion.
V. TORSION AND HOLOGRAPHY
To discuss the question posed at the end of the last section let us briefly recall the concept of holography in
gravitational action. One interesting feature of the Einstein Hilbert action is that can be split into a bulk part and a
total derivative [13]. That is
√−gR = √−gLquad − ∂cP c where (46)
Lquad = g
ab
(
ΓijaΓ
j
ib − ΓiabΓjij
)
(47)
P c =
√−g
(
gckΓmkm − gikΓcik
)
(48)
The equations of motion of Lquad are equivalent to the equations of motion of the LEH . In other words, if we start
with a theory based on Lquad we will end with the same equations of motion as coming from General Relativity. The
two terms are related by what is known as holography [12]:
√−g∂cP c = −∂a
(
gij
∂
√−gLquad
∂ (∂agij)
)
(49)
8These results have been obtained when there is no torsion. In the presence of torsion recall the definition of Riemann-
Christoffel symbols from eqn (8).
Γcab = Γˆ
c
ab +
1
2
T cab
Let us split the various terms in eqn (49) as
Lquad = Lˆquad + L˜quad (50)
P c = Pˆ c + P˜ c (51)
where the hatted quantities come from the symmetric part of the connection and the tilde terms depend on torsion.
Then
L˜quad =
1
4
gab
(
T ijaT
j
ib − T iabT jij
)
=
1
4
gabT ijaT
j
ib
= −1
4
T ijbTijb (52)
Similarly
P˜ c =
√−g
(
gckTmkm − gikT cik
)
= 0 (53)
In both the cases we have used the fact that we are interested in totally antisymmetric torsion. Then(√−gLˆquad − ∂cPˆ c
)
+
(√−gL˜quad − ∂cP˜ c
)
=
√−g
(
Rˆ− 1
4
T ijbTijb
)
(54)
=
√−gR from eqn (12) (55)
Thus, the decomposition of LEH in the form given in eqn (46) goes through in the presence of torsion. Note that
the extra piece due to torsion in the Ricci scalar comes from Lquad while the surface term has no extra contribution.
Since there are no derivatives of torsion in the action the corresponding holographic equation for torsion is trivial.
In the holographic formulation, it is the surface term which leads to Black Hole entropy and the inclusion of torsion
does not change the surface term indicating that the entropy of a Black Hole is independent of the type of matter
which has collapsed to form it. In the previous section we had seen that the inclusion of the Nieh-Yan term did not
affect Black Hole entropy (at least in the case we studied).
Let us try to see how the Nieh-Yan surface term differs from a ‘holographic’ surface term. The total derivative can
be rewritten as
LNY = ∂a
(
ǫabcdTbcd
)
=
√−g ηabcd∂a(Tbcd) + ηabcdTbcd∂a(
√−g) (56)
Now consider the torsion dependent parts of this term and the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian
Ltorgrav = −
√−g
4
T abcTabc + α
√−g ηabcd∂a(Tbcd) + αηabcdTbcd∂a(
√−g) (57)
Note that this Lagrangian also has a term quadratic in the field variables and a surface term. We can define
Πabcd =
∂Ltorgrav
∂(∂a(Tbcd))
= α
√−gηabcd (58)
which allows us to rewrite the Nieh-Yan term as
αLNY = ∂a
(
ΠabcdTbcd
)
= ∂a
(
∂Ltorgrav
∂(∂a(Tbcd))
Tbcd
)
(59)
9Now the bulk term dependent on torsion is −
√−g
4
T abcTabc. For this, a term similar to the holographic term for the
metric degrees of freedom will look like
∂a
(
Tijk
4
∂
(√−gT abcTabc)
∂ (∂aTijk)
)
(60)
which is not similar to the Nieh-Yan term. The action is therefore not holographic for torsion even with the addition
of the Nieh-Yan term. We see that although we started with metric and torsion as the two independent variables, the
action is holographic in the sense of eqn (49) in metric but not in torsion.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have explored some features of the Nieh-Yan term from the perspective of metric variables in this paper. The
first significant distinction of this term is that, unlike the two other topological invariants in 4 dimensions, this becomes
zero in the absence of torsion. Therefore the effect of the Nieh-Yan term can only be studied on U4 manifolds. On a
U4 manifold the Nieh-Yan term is related to the Holst term and a term quadratic in torsion. It is shown that simply
adding the Holst term then affects the classical equations of motion. Significantly it keeps the possibility of torsion
existing without spin open, unlike in General Relativity. It might be interesting to find whether any such solutions
exist but such solutions, if they exist will be solutions of an action which is not related to Einstein-Hilbert action by
any canonical transformations.
We then studied one particular case where the Nieh-Yan term is non zero on a boundary of a spacetime. However
the topological charge vanishes when the boundary is a horizon. If there exists other examples of solutions of Einstein-
Cartan theory with a boundary, it will be interesting to study whether this effect is generic or a special feature of
the this particular solution. Interestingly, the addition of Gauss-Bonnet invariant to the Einstein-Hilbert action was
considered in the context of local AdS asymptotic geometry [21]. It was shown that although the surface term does
not modify the bulk field equations, it changes the conserved currents and, therefore, the definition of conserved
charges of the theory. In our calculation we have used results which respect the conservation laws of matter and spin
coming from General Relativity with torsion. Whether something similar happens on the addition of Nieh-Yan term
needs to be further investigated.
From the point of view of holography, it is clear that metric and torsion have to be considered on different footings
even with the inclusion of an explicit boundary term which depends only on torsion. It emphasizes that the holographic
nature of Einstein’s equations is a special and distinctive feature of metric theories and does not hold on arbitrary
extensions of the theory. However, notably the holography in metric continues to hold even in the presence of torsion
although the total action is not holographic.
In general, a topological term added to the action may show up in the quantum theory. For example in [22] it
was shown that the addition of topological invariants of the Euler class is equivalent to holographic renormalization
procedure in AdS/CFT. In some particular cases (eg. QCD with massive fermions) a topological term is characterizes
a nonperturbative vacuum structure of the theory with a non zero tunnelling probability between various ground
states. To see such an effect in quantum gravity, coming from the Nieh-Yan term we will have to first study some
the path integral formulation which incorporates torsion along with the metric. If such a formulation is possible it
may be possible to explore whether the Barbero-Immirzi parameter plays any role in labelling the ground states in a
quantum theory of gravity.
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